
Title of the Programme- National Youth Day 

Theme of the Programme- “Youth Building Peace” 

Type of Programme- Extension Activity 

Programme organiser- NSS Unit I and Unit II, Dhruba Chand Halder College. There 

is no collaborative agency. 

Programme co-ordinator- Prof Ranjit Mishra 

Programme Inauguration- Dr Satyabrata Sahoo, Principal, Dhruba Chand Halder 

College 

Date and Venue of the Programme: 12.1.2018, Dhruba Chand Halder College 

Objective of the Programme- National Youth Day is celebrated on 12th January 

every year in India. It is also known as Swami Vivekananda Jayanti because it is celebrated 

on the birth anniversary of Vivekananda as Swami Vivekananda was a firm believer in the 

power of the youth. 

Total Number of Participants- 64 

(Teachers: 2 , Students: 62) 

Programme Details: 

This year, as part of the programme, students were made aware of the ideals and 

teachings of Swami Vivekananda using. There were songs and processions inside the college 

campus to celebrate this great day. The special theme chosen for this year’s celebration was 



“Youth Building Peace”. Students were made aware of the importance of brotherhood, peace 

and communal harmony.  Dr Subhasis Chakravarty, Associate Professor, Department of 

Commerce, Dhruba Chand Halder College delivered a talk on the importance of preparing 

young mind towards peace and harmony of the society. Ideals of Swami Vivekananda and 

many other Indian thinkers who deliberated on the importance of building young mind and 

body for a better prosperous, healthy and harmonious society were discussed. Indian society 

itself is a great example of peaceful and harmonious coexistence of diverse cultural and 

religious groups. The students were deeply motivated and inspired and some of the 

participants also came up and expressed their ideas about role of youth in building peace in 

the society. The programme ended with a few popular Rabindra Sangeet and Najrul Geeti on 

the theme of communal harmony and peace.   

Outcome of the Programme 

  The Programme was successful in creating awareness of the ideals of Swami 

Vivekananda among students. It also highlighted the importance of peace in our lives and the 

role of youth in building a strong and peaceful Nation. 

 

 









Detailed Report on

lmportance of Safe Driving in Saving Life

Safe Drive, Safe Live (Campaign on Road Safety) carried out across the state as a

movement and just not as a campaign. Road safety is a very important aspect in our lives.

Roads take us to schools, colleges, hospitals, markets, offices-practically to almost all places

connected with our day to day living. And at the end of the day, roads take us to our homes.

Safe driving is an essential component of road safety. Every day, so many lives are

lost due to irresponsible driving and insensible road behaviour.

To inculcate sense of safe driving and responsible road behaviour, the Government

of West Bengal has launched this initiative named "SAFE DRIVE, SAVE LlFE".

Programme was carried out with the objective of spreading public awareness about

road safety. Programme coordinated by the ANO, Captain TarakDey and SUO of the college

NCC unit.

All together 58 NCC cadets consisting of 30 Boys and 28 Girls cadets participated in

the programme.

The programme started in our own college campus. Every life is precious. So while

driving a motorbike or four wheelers not only the life of the driver, but the lives of the

commuters also matters.

Cadets were administered an oath to use roads sensibly, drive responsively and

ensure safety of everyone on the roads.

As a good number of students visit college riding in motorbike, the security guards

were instructed not to allow any students coming riding on a motorbike without helmet.

To spread public awareness, cadets gathered at the crossing of DakshinBarasat road.

The Bikers and the drivers of other motor vehicles were informed by announcing through

hand mike and posters about the importance of safe driving in saving life.
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The points highlighted were:

. Mandatory use of helmet for bikers (both driver and pillion rider)

. Use of seat belts for four wheelers.

. Refrain from Rash driving and traffic violation.

The programme conducted at the crosslng of DakshinBarasat road was assisted by the

Joynagar Police Station, West Bengal.

The programme was successful in creating awareness among the NCC cadets, students of

the college, citizens of nearby locality the bikers and the drlvers of four wheelers passed

through the location.
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S.NO Reet No 
47 WBl 7SWA 122558 

48 WBl 7SWA 122555 

49 WB16SWA122443 

50 WB16SWA122444 

51 WB16SWA122445 

52 WB16SWA122447 

53 WB16SWA122450 

54 WB16SWA122451 

55 WB16SWA122452 

56 WB16SWA122468 

57 WB16SWA122469 

58 WB16SWA122470 

Rank SD/SW Cadets Name 
CDT SW RANU GAZ! 

CDT SW RAHIDA KHATUN 

CDT SW SU MITRA JATUA 

CDT SW BIPASHA DAS 

CDT SW BULA MISTRI 

CDT SW INDRANI MONDAL 

CDT SW LABAN! PURKAIT 

CDT SW MITA DAS 

CDT SW PAVEL DAS 

CDT SW SWARNALATA CHAKRABORTY 

CDT SW SWARNALATA HALDER 

CDT SW SWETA KAYAL 
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Detailed Report on Conserve Water for present and Future Use

water is the most valuabre and important naturar resource on Earth. There is no life
without water. water is not only important for human beings but for the entire ecosystem.

without enough water, the existence of humans, as we[ as animals, is next to impossibre.

After fresh air, water is the second most important natural resource flor the survival of anv

living being.

water is necessary for the survival of each riving creature on this planet, be ir a small
worm. plant or full grown tree. Animals and plants cannot survive without water. About T lyo
of Earth's surface is covered with water. unl'ortunately, only 3% of the water available is

fieshwater. About. two-third of the fieshwater lies in the form of frozen glaciers. The rest of
the small portion is available in the form ofgroundwater and surface water.

we totally depend on water for multiple purposes. water is used in agriculture for the

i*igation ofcrops. we use water for drinking, cooking, cleaning, barhing and other domestic

purposes. ln industries, water is used as a coolant, solvent and also used in other
manufacturing purposes. Hydroelectricity is generated with the help of water. water is also

used for navigation and transportation of goods. This tells us how water is the most essential

componenl of life and every drop of water is vital for sustenance for present as well as for
future. Therefore, waler conservation is important to save life on this planet.

Reasons for Shortage of Fresh water are as detailed below:

. GroMh of population leads to excessive consumption of water.

o Daily excessive wastage ofwater.

o Rapid growth of industries and improper disposat of waste material into rivers and

other water bodies.

o Pesticides and chemicals fertilisers that are used in agriculture also pollute fresh

water.

o Sewage waste that is dumped into the rivers, thereby making the water unsuitable for
drinking and washing.

o Global warming.
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We now need to be aware ofthe depletion of fresh water and take adequate measures
to stop this. wHo data shows thar many people on this planet don't have access to clean and
fresh drinking water. These situations are becoming worse day by day, and we need an
immediate plan to control this situation. various colrective measures have to be taken by
every individuar on this pranet and lhe government ofevery country to control water scarcity.

Govemment shourd impose strict rures for the conservation of water. The Govemment
and the citizens have to mke the initiarive to create awareness and promote the .conservation
of water'.

Ways in which we can save water and reduce their pollution:

o Be responsible to save water dairy. Use onry the required amount ofwater and avoid
wastage. Use water wisely.

r Turn off the tap when you brush our teeth or rubbing soap in hands or face. Fix leakv
taps.

o Switching to an efficient shower head saves lots ofwater.

' Save up your dirty cloths and use in a washing machine with full machine road.
. Water plants in the evening or early morning to minimise evaporation.
o Reduce food waste; it takes a lot of water to produce our cereal, fruit and other food.o Rain water harvesting.

o Get a low flush toilet.

o The industrial waste should be treated properly instead of directly dumping into the
river.

o Stop using plastics and dispose ofthem in a proper way.
o Conservation ofgroundwater is important.

. Educate our children from an early age about water saving.
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The programme was coordinated by Captain Tarak Dey, ANO of lhe College
NCC unit.40 Boys cadets and 25 Girls cadets participated in the programme.

Most of our cadets and sludents are from rural area, where there are abundant water
bodies, which are used for bathing, washing and i*igation purposes, so it seems that they are
apparently not aware about the gravity of the probrem. This programme enrightened them
about the importance ofconservation ofwater.

we cannot imagine our lives without water. Il is unfortunate that mankind has
neglected this precious gift from god. Conservation of water is a necessity to save rife. Alr
living organisms on this pranet need water to survive. If we do not give importance to
conservation ofwater then our luture generations will face water scarcity.
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Detailed Report on Beat plastic pollution
(World Environment Day)

On 5 June every year, the World Health Organization (WHO), United Nations sister
agencies and thousands of communities and organizations cerebrate worrd Environment Day.
This year, the theme ofthe Day is "Beat prastic polulion" - a calr for action for the world to
work together to address one of the great environmentar charenges of our time and raise
global awareness of the need to reduce the heavy burden of prastic polution on peopre,s
health and the threat it poses to the environment and wildlife.

whire the worrd has derived great benefit from the use of plastics, which have
transformed people's everyday rives, the negative ecorogicar effects and adverse impact on
health fiom their misuse and overuse cannot be overrooked. prastic remains in the
environment for a long time, it cannot biodegrade, onry break down into smallbr and sma[er
pieces.

when plastics decompose they release chemicals that are hazardous to health, the
environment and wirdlife. Some of the chemicals released when prastic-containing waste is
b med are carcinogenic, such as dioxin - the common name for a group of toxic chemicars.
Dioxin is toxic to humans and when inhared through exposure to fumes can accumulate in the
human body and be transmitted from mothers to babies via the pracenta. Dioxin attached to
dust also falls onto waterways and crops.

Plastic accounts for about r0% ofa[ ofthe waste we generate which is not a surprise when
one considers the following:

Every year the world uses up to 500 billion plastic bags;

Each year' at reast 8 miflion tons of plastic end up in the oceans - the equivalent ofa fu
garbage truck every minute;

ln the last decade, we produced more plastic than in the whole of the last century;
50% ofthe plastic we use is single use or disposable;

We bul I million plastic bonles every minute.
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Central Pollution Control Board in September 2017 stated that six metro cities

alone produce 2,466 tonnes of plastic waste in India per day, which account for nearly

50% of the total plastic waste in India. India's per capita consumption of plastic is ll
kC.

According to industry body FICCI, which estimates that 43Vo of the plastic used

in Indian packaging is single use, which is a matter ofconcern.

World Environment Day 2018 aims at catalysing governments, industry, communities

and individuals to come together to combat plastic pollution and explore sustainable

alternatives. Invading our oceans and marine environment, damaging ecological systems and

lhreatening human health, we urgently need to reduce the production and excessive use of
plastic. in particular the use ofsingle-use plastic.

Since it began in 1972, as a UN Environment-led global event, World Environment Day has

become a platform for public outreach and the single largest celebration of our environment

each vear.

Captain Tarak Dey, ANO of the College NCC unit coordinated the programme,

44 Boys cadets and 36 Girls cadets participated in this programme.

They were briefed about how plastic wastes are disposed of by the college with the

help of local municipality and panchayat . All the cadets were engaged in collection of plastic

wastes in the college campus, play ground and the road leading to Dakshin Barasat Railway

stalion. A huge amount of plastic wastes were collected- The cadets involved in the process

themselves were surprised seeing the volume of plastic waste collected by them in such a

small initiative. They were trying to visualize the gravity ofthe problem in a larger aspect.
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The programme was coordinated by Captain Tarak D
unit. 40 Boys cadets and 2s Girts cadets participated ,r,n" ,..r:":::.of 

the collese Ncc

Most of our cadets and students are from rurar area, where there are abundantwater bodies, which are used

they are apparentry not ar^ 
bathing' washing and irrigation purposes, so it seems that,are about the gravity of the problem. This programmeenlightened them about the importance of conservation of water.

We cannot imagine our l,ves without water. lt is unfortunate that mankind hasneglected this precious gift from god. conservation of water is a necessity to save life. Allliving organisms on this pranet need water to survive. rf we do not give importance toconservation of water then our future generations will face water scarcity.
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